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2017 Feature Writers
For 2017, we have brought together some of the most experienced, successful and
forward thinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly to Top Sales Magazine.
They provide thought-provoking commentary and thought leadership on a wide range of
sales issues.
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Relationship Selling + 17 other
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Keynote Speaker, Author,
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Centered Selling CEO.
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How to Develop a First Class Sales Team
I suspect that we are all acutely aware that achievement levels – or quota
attainment if you prefer – have been declining for a number of years. It
doesn’t matter which set of statistics we absorb, only 57%, 52% or 50% of
frontline sales professionals are making their numbers.
For a group of people to remain consciously
competent at optimum performance levels, they
require frequent injections of stimulation,
motivational guidance, prompting and directing,
otherwise they can easily lapse into becoming
unconsciously competent or worse, unconsciously
incompetent.
The primary objective of a professional sales
manager has to be: “To achieve consistently superior
results through the performance of every key
individual.”
nterestingly or possibly worryingly, whilst, like
you, I have seen these figures quoted hundreds
of times, I have yet to read anything which
provides a diagnosis for this malaise, let alone offers
a suggested cure. But I do know that a paucity of
qualified and effective sales managers – and we do
have far more managers than genuine leaders – is
one of the most obvious reasons.
Pick up a typical report and what words do you
find? Verbs like analyze, forecast, plan, assess and
schedule, are used in pursuit of organizations that
are efficient, productive and predictable. What set
of people are required? Obviously, people who are
efficient,
effective,
proficient,
competent,
productive and cooperative. But I believe we need
to go beyond, we need to be inspired, motivated,
creators, who are enthusiastic and able to
consistently deliver against our key objectives. We
should be developing individuals who are not afraid
to challenge paradigms, who are prepared to go that
extra yard in search of excellence and who
understand that success is 80% attitude and only
20% aptitude.

I
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What Makes a Successful Sales Team?
An organization’s vision is a guiding image of success
formed in terms of a huge goal. It is a description in
words that conjures up a picture of the
organization’s destination. A compelling vision will
stretch expectations, aspirations, and performance.
Without that powerful, attractive, valuable vision,
why bother?
A mission statement communicates the essence
of an organisation to its stakeholders and customers,
and failure to clearly state and communicate an
organisation’s
mission
can
have
harmful
consequences around its purpose.
As Lewis Caroll, through the words of the
Cheshire Cat in Alice in Wonderland says, “If you
don’t know where you’re going, it doesn’t matter which
way you go.”
Guiding principles are the consequence of a
mission statement that are intended to inform or
shape all subsequent decisionmaking, which also
provides normative criteria allowing policymakers
to accept, reject or modify policy interventions and

Editorial

activities. They are a guiding set of ideas that are
articulated, understood and supported by the
organisation’s workforce.
Values are beliefs which the organization’s
workforce hold in common and endeavor to put into
practice. The values guide their performance and the
decisions that are taken. Ideally, an individual’s
personal values will align with the spoken and
unspoken values of the organization. By developing
a written statement of the values of the
organization, individuals have a chance to contribute
to the articulation of these values, as well as to
evaluate how well their personal values and
motivation match those of the organization.
The key to bringing this model to life is to answer
the following questions:
l Do my team understand the organization’s vision

l

l

l
l

and how their role moves the organization closer
to achieving it?
How can my sales team translate the
organization’s mission into one that is relevant to
them?
How does the organization’s guiding principles
impact on the daytoday responsibilities of sales
people?
Which of the organization’s values does my sales
team relate to?
How can we interpret these values so they
become compelling for each sales person?

An effective sales team understands the big picture
and the context of their team’s work to the greatest
degree possible. That includes understanding the
relevance of their job and how it impacts the
effectiveness of others and the overall team effort.
Too often, sales people are asked to work on an
activity without being told how their role contributes
to the organization’s vision, much less how their
efforts are impacting the ability of others to do their
work. Understanding the organization’s vision
promotes collaboration, increases commitment and
improves quality.

An effective team works collaboratively and
with a keen awareness of interdependency.
Collaboration
and
a
solid
sense
of
interdependency in a team will defuse blaming
behavior and stimulate opportunities for learning
and improvement.
Without this sense of interdependency in
responsibility and reward, blaming behaviors can
occur which will quickly erode team effectiveness
and morale.
These are just some of the challenges for the
modern sales manager.

Finally, the Sales Management Acid Test:
When thinking about your own sales force ….
l Do you understand their motivators – what is
driving them?
l Do you have visibility of their numbers – year to
date, forecast vs. required performance?
l Activity levels – are they working hard and smart
enough?
l Engagement – are they talking to the right level in
their prospects/accounts?
l Messaging – are they capable of delivering an
appropriate message at the right level?
l Qualification – are they only spending time on
deals where they can compete and ultimately
that they can win?
l Closing – are they constructing successful
campaigns and closing business?
l The Success Formula
How did you do?
This is just a very short extract from a recent
webinar that I presented with Jason Jordan of
Vantage Point. To listen/watch the recording in its
n
entirety, please go here

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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We are delighted to announce Top Sales World’s Top 50 Sales Books for 2017
This year, we have 11 new entries, including work by,
Jill Konrath, Anthony Iannarino, Jeb Blount, Lee Bartlett,
Michael J. Nick, Simon Morton, Keith Rosen, Graham
Hawkins, Kevin F. Davis, Mark Hunter and Jim Keenan.
It is important to stress – as I always do  we are not
suggesting that these are the best 50 books on sales
and selling that have ever been published, because no
such list exists. However, we are confirming that these
are our favorite 50 and we admit our own subjectivity 
indulgence even.

TSW’s contributing team is the largest group of sales
experts ever gathered in one location, and they share
their pearls of wisdom daily – for free. This is just
another opportunity for the TSW editorial team to
thank them for their brilliant contributions.
We do hope you enjoy our selections and please don’t
hesitate to pass this on to a friend, colleague, superior
or significant other …
Download Your Copy Here

Advertise, Partner, Promote, Publicize
Whatever your requirements for the size your budget,
we can tailor a package for you: we have incredibly
attractive 12month partnership opportunities; major
event sponsorship availability or straightforward oneoff
promotions.
Our magazine reaches over 330,000 subscribers
every month, and the combined Twitter reach of the
TSW contributors is 4.1 million!
Top Sales World is now the most visited, most
popular, most exciting and most significant sales related
site – period.

Please email us on advertising@topsalesworld.com to
discover the possibilities.

TSW17 Speakers

Michelle
Vazzana

Dan
Weinfurter

Linda
Richardson

Simon
Morton

Tamara
Schenk

George
Brontén

Patrick
Gunn

Tiffani
Bova

Calum
Kilgour

Martin
Moran

Brian
Sullivan

Bob
Riefstahl

Ian
Moyse

Thierry van
Herwijnen

Full Details & Registration Here

Sales Enablement is a term that still means very
different things to different people but my favourite
definition comes from CSO Insights, “Sales Force
Enablement — A strategic, crossfunctional discipline
designed to increase sales results and productivity by
providing integrated content, training and coaching
services for salespeople and frontline sales managers along
the entire customer’s journey, powered by technology.”
Our primary objective for this first European Sales
Enablement Summit is, quite simply, to join the dots.
We will be viewing the Sales Enablement
“landscape” from every angle; the entrepreneur, the
researcher, the strategist, the futurist, the practitioner,
the technology provider, the messenger, the presenter,
all have their own commitment to sales enablement
excellence but each has their own approach.
In order to achieve that primary objective, we have

brought together what is probably the most significant
speaker lineup ever assembled in Europe.
Our ambition is to deliver a substantial, worldclass
event, with worldclass speakers in a worldclass
location.
I am confident we will achieve all of that and I hope
you will join us.
Jonathan Farrington CEO, Top Sales World

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

Align Sales Enablement with
the Pipeline to Close More Deals
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Qstream’s CMO,
Steve Preston.
JF: Steve, let me begin by asking in your view, what
are the challenges of sales pipeline management?
SP: It starts with governance. Sales reps see pipeline
hygiene as administrative overhead, because frankly
it is. Updating stages and adding good notes do not
help reps hit their number. It’s the top complaint of

virtually every sales organization I’ve been involved
in. This is a problem. The business depends on the
data the reps enter into the CRM system. Lack of
discipline and bad behavior begets bad data which
drives bad decisions related to lead generation,
territory management, forecasting and so forth.
The second is related to the first. I’ve often found
that sales stages are not welldefined and lack clear
exit criteria. This again invites bad behavior and bad
data input.
Third is training and documentation. This seems

TOP SALES MAGAZINE AUGUST 2017
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like a nobrainer, but when pipeline stages are well
defined, the exit criteria are clear and it’s reinforced
with strong and continuous training and
communications, the pipeline becomes more
predictable.
The final one is instrumentation – KPIs and
dashboards. Sales leaders need to see “what good
looks like” and they need visibility and controls in
place so they can get early warnings on pipeline risk
and adjust before it’s too late.
JF: How can managers ensure a successful journey
through the pipeline?
SP: Clear stage definitions and welldefined entry
and exit criteria for each stage are key, with sales
managers monitoring each stage to determine
whether all criteria have been met before movement
from one stage to the next. This can be a very
powerful management tool.
Let’s say, for example, that you have a sales
process with six stages. Stage one (discovery) at zero
percent through stage six (closed win) at 100
percent, and that stage three (30 percent) has an
exit criteria to present a quote. Now imagine that a
rep consistently demos a product and sends a quote
in stage one. In this case, his/her manager would
have the leverage to either forecast that opportunity
at 30 percent or move it back to stage one. It simply
provides tools to drive predictability and efficiency.
After that, the next step is to define benchmarks
for each stage and target conversion rates from
stage to stage. Knowing how many opportunities
need to be in stage one and what the conversion
rate of stage one to two needs to be, for example,
provides a framework so sales leaders can develop
goals and coach the right skills at the right time.
JF: Which stage in the pipeline do you believe
poses the most risk?
SP: In high tech, for example, I find tremendous
emphasis placed on midstage because this is where
reps go headtohead with competitive offerings. At
the midstage, reps are discussing more indepth

12
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product features, handling objections with
competitive messaging, and conducting demos.
Sales kickoffs typically hammer on skills reps need in
midstage rounds. In my opinion, however, the early
stage poses the most risk. Discovery  understanding
the prospect’s problem and the business impact can
be the most challenging phase of the sales lifecycle.
It requires strong domain expertise, as well as
diagnostic and listening skills that don’t come
naturally to many reps. In the technology industry,
few organizations focus on the early stages and
that’s a mistake. Here’s why.
If reps are not good at discovering a prospect’s
pain points, it affects all the stages that follow. Good
reps are successful in the competitive stages of the
pipeline because they master early stage discovery.
The best reps do this strategically. They ask
discovery questions that lead to their solution’s
differentiated value. When this is done well, they
establish the selection criteria – everyone else is
playing by their rules. When reps fail to differentiate
their product at the early stage, and their solution
sounds no different than their competitors, they can
get trapped into competing on price.
The bottom line is that weak discovery
compromises the whole sales cycle. It undermines
your ability to differentiate and protect your
margins.
JF: Can you share a few ways organizations can
identify pipeline risk?
SP: The first step is to establish success criteria for
each stage in the pipeline. Then, identify what skills
or competencies are needed to satisfy that criteria
and develop a competency framework. Among other
advantages, competency frameworks help align the
entire sales force around common goals and
objectives, in a common language.
Next, organizations must survey their sales force
to identify baseline strengths and weaknesses at
each stage. When baselining competencies,
organizations should also baseline the conversion
rate from one stage to the next. Depending on the

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

information that rolls up, companies can then create
an ongoing development strategy that focuses on
sales reps’ performance against the required
competencies and the criteria in each stage of the
sales cycle, and then measure the effect on their
performance and its impact on the conversion rate.
Technology such as sales capabilities platforms
can be helpful in efficiently measuring and managing
sales competencies and providing datadriven
insights on where specific gaps may lie and where
coaching can help reps at the individual or team level.
JF: How have these competencies traditionally been
managed, and what’s missing from this traditional
method?
SP: Traditionally, during a launch or sales kickoff,
product teams focus on new product capabilities and
the competitive landscape. Meanwhile, sales
enablement will continue to focus on soft skills and
may hire a third party to continue to teach them, with a
refresher course annually or biannually. Kickoffs and
launches are a staple in just about every organization.
We fly everyone into corporate and overwhelm them
with information for a couple of days. Everyone
accepts that “drinking from a firehose” is ineffective.
The Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve shows that 70
percent of new information stored in the brain can be
lost after 24 hours, and yet we continue to train the
same way and complain that the reps aren’t learning.
What’s missing is continuous training and a closed
loop to measure what skills are needed, and aligning
training programs to the pipeline is critical. For
example, if competitive differentiation was the root
cause of a deal that closed at a low price, that’s
something that’s often unknown until the late stage
when it’s too late to pivot. There needs to be more
accountability from both sales enablement and sales
management.
A good sales enablement team will have ongoing
training and governance over pipeline and
management, including information on what needs to
be done at each critical stage, particularly from the mid
to late stages.

JF: In your experience, do sales enablement or
sales training managers typically align their
programs to the pipeline?
SP: I’m sure some do but in my experience,
learning and development (L&D) teams don’t
typically have enough visibility into sales
operations to understand the pipeline, its stages
and the criteria for each stage, which could map
back to the competencies that need to be
developed. Their success is measured by who
attends the session and what reviews they get, not
by the business results.
It’s ironic, because often L&D has a hard time
justifying their budget and measuring the impact of
what they do. By aligning their program to
effective pipeline management, they can develop
an ROI model, which would make a huge difference
in getting budget approval from senior leadership.
JF: What do you suggest sales enablement do
moving forward?
SP: Sales enablement and training must first take
the time to understand their company’s pipeline
stages and the corresponding entry and exit
criteria. They should get agreements on which
stages and stage criteria present the most risk.
Then they should survey the field to see where
they would get the most impact from training and
baseline the field’s current knowledge and skills so
they can measure progress made. With this
information, sales enablement can show sales
leadership how training is impacting revenue.
Datadriven technology can be very useful here.
By objectively tracking where skill gaps lie and with
whom, sales enablement can design programs to
effectively
change
behavior
and
show
improvement, using data, for a clearer picture of
n
sales enablement to revenue.

Steve Preston is Qstream’s CMO.
Find out more here
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A Look at AI-based Sales Enablement
My May column in Top
Sales World pointed to a
major challenge facing
sales teams. CSO Insights
research from 2012 to
2017 surfaced a steady decline in the
percentage of salespeople achieving quota
from 63.0% to 53.0%.
his erosion in performance generated
responses from readers affirming the
problem, but also asking what to do about it.
So, this month let’s discuss a solution that will
fundamentally redefine the profession of sales,
sooner rather than later: AIbased Sales Enablement.
My awakening to what AI holds for optimizing
sales performance started at Dreamforce in October

T
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of 2016, and continued in a much more intimate
setting January 2017 at an Salesforce Analyst
Summit. While there, I got to dive deeper into how
AI is being applied to optimize the performance of
sales organizations. Doing so surfaced many key
aspects of finding more, winning more, and growing
more business that could be significantly augmented
by technology.
Returning home, a series of coincidences
introduced me to other companies working on AI
enabled solutions for sales organizations, including
Collective[i], Chorus.ai, InsideSales.com, People.ai,
Brainshark, etc., Each subsequent discussion
highlighted amazingly creative thinking going on in
this space. Sharing these findings with the rest of the
CSO Insights team, I was encouraged to spend more
time in the AI for Sales sandbox.
Fast forward to today, I have had a chance to
dive deeper into AI platforms from 36 solution

Jim Dickie

providers that are focusing on sales. Some of their
offerings are not ready for prime time yet, but some
clearly are. For those, I went a step farther and
talked to sales executives who were early adopters
of AI tools to get their team’s firsthand experiences.
The more I learned, the more my skepticism started
to fade. So, let me share with you what is out there.
AIenabling sales organizations comes in two
flavors; increasing efficiency and increasing
effectiveness. Let’s take efficiency first. There are
many tasks being dumped on sales teams today that
are keeping them from doing what we hired them to
do; which is sell. Well, what would happen if we
gave each sales person a dedicated assistant to take
over a number of these tedious tasks?
Let’s start with prospecting. What if an assistant
surfed the web each day analyzing news about client
companies, tracking merger and acquisition activity,
diving into major trends in that market segment, etc?
When the assistant sees signals that a “buying
process” could/is starting, they bring that to the
attention of the sales professional.
If those insights look promising, the assistant
could then research all the relevant stakeholders in
that account; determine their roles and
responsibilities, identify their contact information,
assess their social profile, and even do a personality
assessment of everyone. The assistant then could
take on the task of scheduling meetings with key
stakeholders on behalf of the salesperson.
What would all that support be worth?
Considering that CSO Insights data shows that
prospecting and research consume 20% of a sales
person’s time, the answer is A LOT! Well AI
capabilities are available today to do all that.
Granted, you would need to implement multiple
solutions to do so, but the product plans I reviewed
are planning to solve that problem.
What about sales effectiveness? Envision a
product manager being part of every needs analysis
call supporting the sales person. Based on their
intimate product knowledge, the product manager
would ensure they got answers to all the right

questions in a single call. Product managers could
effectively deal with objections or questions, clearly
differentiate your offerings versus the competition,
articulate the value of the solution to create a sense
of urgency to start a product analysis now versus
later. While clearly valuable, having product
managers be part of every calls is impossible. But AI
is imminently scalable, and can bring all that
knowledge directly to the sales person to help them
more consistently and effectively perform the above
tasks.
Moving through the rest of the sell cycle, AI can
not only record relevant conversations, but
transcribe them and append them to CRM records.
It can provide insights into all the activities sales
people are doing, so managers would have a
metricsbased assessment of how each opportunity
was progressing. It can alert managers which sales
team members need what type of help on what
specific deal, so they can be much more effective
coaches. Again, this is not the future; we are talking
about the here and now.
Clearly, a drop from 63% to 53% of salespeople
meeting their revenue objectives is unacceptable. To
turn this around, we must radically redesign how we
hire and onboard new sales professionals, reinvent
how we continuously train sales teams to sell at the
speed of change, revolutionize the concept of sales
coaching and mentoring is and how it is done, blow
up flawed processes like traditional forecast
management and put in place new approaches that
allow the rest of the enterprise to finalize trust the
forecast, and more. And if you are looking for
solutions to help turbocharge these types of
changes, you need to start to analyze what AI can do
n
and you need to do it now.

Jim Dickie, is an Independent Research
Fellow, CoFounder of CSO Insights, a
Division of Miller Heiman Group that
specializes in benchmarking sales enablement
initiatives. He can be reached at
jimdickie@icloud.com or at @jimdickie.
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A Guaranteed Fix for
Inaccurate Sales Forecasts
The weather has become
quite predictive - if you
want to know what it will
be like in say, an hour.
Meteorologists are still
fairly accurate within 24 hours, but for the
most part, especially where I live in New
England, they are challenged to get it
accurate beyond a day in advance.

16
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hink of that in terms of your pipeline, forecast
and budget. We know that forecasts are
notoriously inaccurate, but that's when you're
looking at the forecast for the month, quarter or year.
Meteorologists would never be accurate if
attempting to predict temperatures, precipitation,
cloud cover and storms a month in advance.
Are your expectations completely unrealistic
when you attempt to forecast sales for the month or
quarter? For most companies, inaccurate forecasts
are the norm and expectations for accuracy are
insane. But that's when companies rely on CRM
applications that fall victim to any of the following 10
challenges:

T

Dave Kurlan

l It was designed for customer service rather than
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

sales.
It has a contact or customer focus rather than an
opportunity or sales process focus.
It was overdesigned with too many features.
It is not user friendly.
Salespeople hate to enter information into it.
It's too easy for salespeople to manipulate the
likelihood of closing.
Sales Managers do not regularly inspect
opportunities for accuracy and appropriate stage.
Pipeline is a state of being, not a gap analysis.
Pipeline is a report rather than a staged, visual
representation of the business.
Salespeople don't live in it and it hasn't become an
essential part of the sales culture.

There are dozens of CRM applications out there.
While some are very wellknown, like Salesforce.com,
others are very obscure. Wellknown doesn't mean
you should use it at your company  it might not be
right for you. Obscure doesn't mean that you
shouldn't use it at your company  it might be perfect.
In the end, regardless of features, if the
salespeople don't embrace it, then it will be a failure.
We have so many clients that bought CRM
applications that aren't being used as expected, it's
embarrassing. Yet moving to another CRM
application seems like throwing money out the
window and admitting that your initiative was a
failure.
On the other hand, companies think nothing of
changing copier brands  even in the middle of a
lease, they change banks when terms or relationships
make it necessary, executives move in and out of cars
every two years, homeowners cycle through crappy
landscapers, we upgrade our phones, tablets and
laptops every year or two, and we never think twice!
Why is it such a nightmare to move to another CRM
application?
Moving is really not that difficult. The problem is
that it cost a lot of money to customize the first
application, get everyone trained, and input all of the

data. There is a huge fear that moving to another
application will be just as difficult as the first go
round. But that's more fear than reality.
For example, we moved a client from a popular
CRM application to a more useful and appropriate
application. They did spend and waste a fortune on
the first one, they did spend months entering data,
they did go through a long and drawn out training
program for users and it was a monumental failure.
However, moving to the new application was easy as
pie. It needed almost no customization, had no
complicated navigation, and an hour of training had
everybody up and running. The data was imported,
not entered manually, and the salespeople love it so
much they are not only using it, but embracing it.
The best news of all comes in the form of the
client's results:
l Salespeople are living in CRM!
l Opportunities cannot be arbitrarily
l
l
l
l
l

moved
forward in the sales process.
The likelihood of closing is calculated based on
reality, not hope.
100% adoption translates to real time, accurate
data in the dashboard.
Salespeople see their pipeline stage gaps and
proactively respond to them.
Forecasts are accurate.
Everyone is happy.

It's not that moving to a better CRM application is a
new cost or even difficult  it isn't! It's that for most,
walking away from the initial investment of money,
time, emotions, commitment and your bad decision is
so hard. But it's not a divorce, it's more like changing
banks. You move away from one that no longer suits
your needs and begin working with another that you
n
perceive to be better.

Dave Kurlan is a bestselling Author, Keynote
Speaker, CEO of both Objective Management
Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find out more here
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Bid managers - the unsung heroes
in the Sales Team
Every sales person needs
to understand what Bid
Managers do and how to
get the best out of them.
he chances of winning an RFP depends in no
small part on how well the responsible Bid
Manager turns it into a winning proposal. I am
very grateful for the time and support of Rebecca
Clacken, a highly regarded Bid Manager, who helped
me write this article.

T

What does a Bid Manager do?
This is the response I received from Rebecca. “In
basic terms a Bid Manager is a mini project manager.
We ensure as a minimum that each bidding activity
has a timeline with the required milestones and
governance in place, and a team assembled to
deliver the finished document. We hold a log of the
key activities and questions that need satisfying and
assign these to appropriate members of the win
team, ensuring the responses are compliant and
written to the requisite quality.
A contemporary and high performing bid
manager adds something extra though; they are
pivotal in working with the sales lead to consider the
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strategic approach to the opportunity, including how
to position against the competition and how to
convince the customer to buy our solution. They
need to be commercially astute and able to work
with the wider team to determine what our win
themes should be, and how we communicate these
in the response document. Ultimately, a great bid
manager is a hybrid combination of project manager
and strategist.”

What is the process required to submit a
good bid?
Bidding is essentially a project with its own process.
There are two basic bid management steps;
identifying the right people to be in the win team
and creating a properly managed timetable with
tasks assigned and deadlines met.
When I asked the about the bid process Rebecca
gave me this excellent insight into what the bid team
really needs. “A professional sales process is the first
step to a successful bid. If the sales lead knows the
opportunity inside out, has asked the right
questions, qualified the opportunity well and shares
that intelligence with the win team, you’re going to
submit a solid high quality proposal with a great
chance of winning.”

Phil Kreindler

How can you help a bid manager to respond
to an RFP?
It’s a big challenge for a Bid Manager to be
presented with an opportunity at RFP stage where
there has been little or no engagement with the
customer. For them to provide a great response it is
imperative that they understand what that customer
is looking to achieve, who will be assessing the
proposal in the organisation and what their drivers
are, what their ‘buying process’ looks like, who the
competition they are up against and exactly what
will compel the customer to buy – from you!

The dreaded dead horse
So we know that Bid Managers have to work hard
and quickly to produce a great proposal. They want
to work on proposals that have a real chance of
winning; if you ask them to work on a proposal that
can’t win you are giving the bid team a double
problem. Firstly, it’s very demotivating to try and do
a good job when there is little or no chance of it
winning. Secondly, all that time could have been
spent on a proposal that does have a real chance of
winning.

Your responsibility as a sales person
Your first responsibility is to make sure the
opportunity is real. That vitally important GO/NO
GO decision has to be made by sales people and
sales managers before it gets to the bid team. Then
you have to ensure the bid team have all the
information they need about the customer, their
needs, how their buying process works and anything
you know about the competition.
As Rebecca said to me, “A high performing bid
manager is motivated by the opportunity to shape
the strategic direction of the bid and contribute to
the dialogue about solution, win themes and value
proposition.”

Why didn’t we win?
Every sales professional should be keen to
understand why a particular proposal didn’t succeed.
You can use it to assess your own performance and
to improve future pitches. When I hear sales people
repeatedly blaming price for lost pitches I begin to
question their professional skills.
But for the Bid Manager, the feedback from
losses is potentially even more valuable. They work
on every bid so when they get the feedback from
every loss they can use it as quantative data to build
up a picture across the organisation. They can see
where potential weaknesses may be developing and
identify possible fixes.
And if you still doubt the value of a customer de
briefing, read this quote from Rebecca Clacken. “I
think most customers see this as a professional and
important element of the procurement process. It’s
in their interests to have a great field of providers to
choose from next time round and their feedback
contributes to potential suppliers’ continuous
improvement.
A recent loss analysis resulted in us building an
even greater understanding of the customer and a
better relationship. When their contract negotiation
with the awarded bidder stalled, they reached out to
us. I am confident we may yet recover this
opportunity and snatch it from the jaws of defeat”

Ask yourself
l Are you wasting Bid Team resources on dead

horses?
l Do you motivate your Bid Team by giving them
everything they need?
l Do you give them the feedback they need to
n
improve future proposals?

Phil Kreindler is CEO of Infoteam Sales
Process Consulting and the author of Winning
Complex Sales and Customerized Selling.
Find out more here
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Sales leaders and the Presentation Paradox
Right now, in sales teams
large and small all over the
world, something peculiar is
happening. This
phenomenon is not only
completely non-sensical, the cause of
countless missed quotas but also, most
alarming of all, a prospect’s pet peeve. Yet
despite these danger signs, the issue
continues to rumble on…and chances are
that it’s happening within your sales team
right now.
et’s face facts  B2B sales today is tougher than
it's ever been. If you needed proof, just turn to
the many research companies that either tell us
that B2B sales people attaining quota is at an all
time low or that we’re all going to be replaced by AI
robots in the next 5 years. It’s tough out there…and
getting tougher.
But before we all gather for a pity party, I’d
respectfully suggest that, at least in part, the blame
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lies with the way we now approach the presentation
stage in B2B sales. The reasons/excuses for not
taking as much time as we’d like are endless 
stacked schedules, slavish adherence to centrally
controlled CRM and Sales Enablement processes
and
evermoredistant
buyers
mean
that
salespeople find themselves running just to keep
pace. The first casualty of this mad rush is the lowly
sales presentation – when time is tight, pulling out
the tried and tested (and central marketing
approved) creds deck is the path of least resistance.
The net result of this corner cutting is the
phenomenon we call the Presentation Paradox.
To explain, let’s take a simplified view of the
balance between time, money and energy consumed
to get you and your sales team in front of a good
prospect and the payoff of winning the deal and
recognising the revenue.
Let’s look at the first stage of the process – the
Investment Phase.
This is initially dominated by a huge amount of
time, effort and money being invested by the
Marketing Team to get the attention of prospective
buyers. Measures of success differ from sector to
sector, from general market awareness through to

Simon Morton

warm leads falling into your sales email box. Around
this time, Sales Management will start to get
involved. Hands on sales leaders take great care to
ensure that the most profitable audiences are
targeted, that the right marketing campaigns are in
place and that their sales teams are on top of CRM
pipelines.
Sales Teams start to flex their muscles and
demonstrate their worth…and there’s no getting
away from it, B2B salespeople are now having to
work harder than ever to simply connect with a
prospect. According to a survey by TeleNet and
Ovation Sales Group, the number of cold call
attempts to reach a prospect has more than doubled
from 3.68 in 2007 to 8 today. That’s a lot of calling,
coaching and cajoling in anyone’s book.
In addition to salespeople investing their own
time, their company will likely be funding access to
the latest and greatest sales training methodologies
and ensuring they go into battle armed with
playbooks and collateral aplenty.
Thus far, that’s a large amount of investment to
deliver on one simple goal  getting your salespeople
in front of the right audience.
It’s at the point of sales engagement with the
prospect that things can go awry; what we call the
Tipping Point Phase or The Moment of Truth. After
all the hard work and investment in getting in front
of the prospect, salespeople default to sharing
below par presentation materials and ultimately
damaging a potentially valuable engagement. Yes,
there are plenty of reasons and/or excuses to help
justify this failing…but, whichever way you look at it,
a failing it is.
This is the Presentation Paradox…and chances
are it’s happening to a prospect of yours right now.
Sadly, the statistics support this claim  we know that
65% of all of the collateral that is created by
marketing for sales is never used because they are
not fit for purpose. The remaining 35% are typically
so anodyne and generic that they bring little to the
party. The net result is that many presentations
(often in the form of dull PowerPoint slide after dull

PowerPoint slide) are created days if not hours
before the big pitch by a salesperson who is
unskilled at crafting the story and compelling visuals
that are intrinsic to clear sales communication. If
proof were needed, visit a Starbucks or Costa
Coffee in any major city at 9.30am and view the
legions of salespeople adjusting presentations prior
to their meeting at 10am. It’s the Presentation
Paradox in action.
Which ultimately takes us to the Return of
Investment Phase. The time spent by your sales
team preparing, reviewing and crafting their next
sales presentation will determine whether all the
previous effort and investment pays off. For fear of
sounding oldfashioned, simply having respect for
the opportunity AND your prospect and preparing
accordingly puts you in the driving seat at the
‘moment of truth’. Those that pull together content
at the last moment will continue to support the
statistics of failing B2B sales performance, missed
quotas and wasted pipeline. Coming a valiant second
because the other guy told a better story is no badge
of honour.
So, in conclusion, my plea to sales leaders is
simple – be the catalyst for a new way of thinking:
l Recognise the power and value of great sales

tools. Marketing should be a key partner but
Sales should own the entire sales engagement
process, including tool creation.
l Recognise that presentations are not limited to
PowerPoint slides – be more audience centric in
your thinking and consider concepts like Blended
Presenting to truly engage your audience.
l Ensure your team views the chance to share your
story with a prospect as a hardearned
opportunity rather than a sales process output. n

Simon Morton is the Founder of Europe’s
leading presentation development company,
Eyeful Presentations. Find out more here
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Sales Productivity,
Not Just Sales Technology
There is lots of buzz about
big-data and “Sales
Enablement” (SE)—the
current catch-all term for
attempts to increase sales
productivity via technology. There are now
hundreds of vendors of such tools, and SE
is increasingly a formal position in more
companies. The interest is driven by
multiple factors.
ne is the declining costs of the technology.
Also, many SE tools utilize established CRM
platforms and are therefore an incremental
investment resting on the sunk costs of an extant
CRM system. A second reason is a change in cost
structures spurred by the financial crisis. S&P500
companies, for example, have decreased their COGS
by over 250 basis points in the 21st century. In the
aggregate, that’s a lot. But SG&A and selling costs

O
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have not decreased. The result is a shift in the focus
of productivity improvements. Companies have in
fact done a good job in managing backoffice costs,
supply chains, and infrastructure. The next frontier is
their gotomarket costs because (as the bank
robber said when asked why he robs banks) “that’s
where the money is.”
A third reason is that selling is increasingly data
hungry work in many markets. To see bigdata
analytics in action, don’t just go to Facebook or
Google. Look at what consumer goods salespeople
must now do to get shelf space, develop
promotions, and garner instore support at retailers.
Similarly, you might assume that wholesale
distribution,
where
firms
resell
products
manufactured by others, is a simple transaction sale.
But a study for the National Association of
WholesalerDistributors finds the same need for
analytical selling skills in this sector—in large part
because transactional sales migrate to the web. In
general, personal selling is looking more like a
researchbased as well as persuasive activity.

Frank V. Cespedes

There are, therefore, compelling reasons why SE
merits attention. A recent survey of more than 1000
companies indicates the top areas where these tools
are currently deployed: lead generation and lead
scoring; pipeline management and forecasting; and
helping to identify crosssell and upsell
opportunities at current customers by trolling thru
buying histories.
However, these analytics are a prerequisite to
improving productivity. Reporting that the pipeline
grew by so many dollars is not managerially
meaningful by itself if the firm is serious about
profitable growth. How did the pipeline grow? Did
we add lower or higherprofit customers? Are we
bringing in shorter or longersellingcycle
prospects? What are the implications for other
functions and the center of gravity in our business
strategy? You can’t substitute data for management.
And you can’t manage sales effectively unless you
have a framework for diagnosing sales productivity
in your business.
To improve sales capacity, people can work
harder: generate more leads and make more calls.
New tools provide a window on what, historically,
has been opaque in many firms: call patterns, the
amount of time reps spend in selling activities, and
their persistence. Data indicate, for example, that in
most inside sales efforts, it takes 68 calls to make
customer contact, but most inside reps stop after 3
4 calls. You also improve capacity by working
smarter: focusing on the highimpact sales tasks
inherent in your strategy and so increasing the odds
that customer contact will be more productive. For
example,
studies
indicate
that
marketing
departments spend about 25% of their budgets on
sales collateral, but as much as 70% of marketing
content is never used by sales reps. Tools from
companies like DocSend and Showpad enable firms
to track what reps do use, what they send to
prospects, and what prospects do and don’t pay
attention to. In turn, this data can allow both
marketing and reps to work smarter.
To increase close rates and accelerate selling

cycles, get better at identifying the different types of
customers that confront most firms. Which are
solution customers where customization is required
and worth it? Which are transaction customers
where the issue is to take costs out of your sales
approach? Tools from firms like LevelEleven and
Pipeliner help to track leading indicators relevant to
these distinctions, and so provide a basis for smart
managers to address those buyingbehavior
differences in their sales metrics, account
management
policies,
and
channelpartner
decisions.
To improve profit per sale, constantly work on
basics that go beyond the sales force: e.g.,
production, product mix, and pricing. You also
improve profit per sale by lowering irrelevant selling
costs. In too many firms, standard practice is still
indiscriminate acrosstheboard cuts when volume
stalls or declines. The result is often a selffulfilling
downward spiral. Perhaps the greatest impact of SE
is its ability to help managers to lower selling costs
without harming selling, because the tools help them
know where and where not to cut, increasing selling
time and resources for the key sales tasks.
Every strategy has an implied sales productivity
equation. For some firms, capacity, close rates, and
profit per sale involve many presale and postsale
activities. Think about enterprise software and many
professional services. For others, this equation can
be a single sales call. Think about oldtime doorto
door selling or current inside sales for many B2C and
B2B goods. For both types, this framework can help
a sales leader track best practices in the business
and improve via smart use of the available
technology. And note the causeandeffect: SE can
provide data, but it’s managers who make good use
of it. As usual in business, the core drivers are people
n
and management, not technology.

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author most recently of
Aligning Strategy and Sales (Harvard Business
Review Press). Find out more here
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Rev Up Your Sales Team With
Account Based Sales Intelligence
How important is sales
intelligence in your sales
cycle? You’ve reached out
to your prospects, but you
don’t know what your lead
or account is thinking until they tell you.
What if you could know?
he biggest challenges sales reps face are
knowing which account is most likely to close
and how to drive the process to get the deal
done. Wouldn’t it be valuable to know that each step
of the sales process is working and to understand
why it is or isn’t effective?
An Account Based Sales (ABS) Intelligence
Platform leverages the power of Machine Learning
and Predictive Analytics to cut through the
unknowns and give you just the right sales
intelligence to close that important sale.
With an ABS Intelligence Platform, reps can

T
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leverage advanced automation and deep buyer
based engagement analytics to gain insights to
advance sales opportunities. Managers can
determine what sales processes are working and
why. Machine learning systems arm sales managers
with visibility into team behavior, processes, and
opportunities at every stage of the sales cycle.
It is important to concentrate sales resources on
highly interested and defined targets, and employ
personalized and automated campaigns designed to
resonate with each account. Sales reps can track and
sort leads and accounts by engagement and
sentiment. This allows your team to focus their
efforts where they’ll have the greatest return.
Being able to track and analyze the core
sentiment of contact replies with deeper level
intelligence allows reps to predict intent much
faster. Users can track sentiment over time, giving
them a much better understanding of what is likely
to close. This gives a clear view into which leads and
accounts are resonating, and which one’s aren’t.
Boiling the ocean with a mail blast is not

Sam Quicke

productive. Using sales cadence capabilities, teams
can quickly create automated drip and targeted sales
campaigns. They can even set up rules to respond to
specific customer interactions with automated
follow up calls or emails within the campaign.
Campaign sequencing dramatically increases sales
productivity by up to 40%.
Tracking the sales process from endtoend is a
vital part of the sales process. It all starts with
prospecting. Reps can prospect with a multitude of
tools. Domain based search tools and an integrated
database provide the reps with the ammunition to
start the sales process. From there, reps can qualify
leads much faster using automated sales campaigns,
convert leads, and create and track opportunities all
within the platform.
With the time ABS Platforms return to reps,
managers have leeway to ask their teams to
implement newfound best practices that can add
quality and speed to selling. For example, encourage
reps to conduct more thorough research, and
develop more personalized and accurate messaging
to send out to their prospects. That will, in turn,
increase the number of responses from prospects,
and the amount of engagement with new
customers.
This technology allows managers and reps to
easily analyze campaign effectiveness and capture
results. They can systematically review the metrics
associated with each campaign and adjust or
discontinue campaigns as needed. Analytics enable
managers to justify the spend on specific sales and
marketing programs.
Management is a vital part of the sales process.
True engagement platforms include a datadriven
Management Dashboard and MQL report where
managers can track KPIs, processes, and outcomes.
With a click of a button, managers can drill down to
gain actionable insight into sales. They are able to
see the entire buyer journey, from marketing lead to
closed account. Managers can then analyze win/loss
scenarios against the company’s best practices.
Rich data analytics powers sales management

and coaching, including the Sales Rep Scorecard, for
effective oneonone coaching sessions. Call
Recording and Monitoring allows managers to
review and listen to calls being made by each Sales
Rep.
An ABS Intelligence Platform will not only give
you a bird’s eye view across your entire sales
ecosystem, it will improve what you see there. Sales
Platforms relieve salespeople of the minutiae of
everyday manual administrative tasks, which can
take up to 64 percent of their work hours. It gives
them back time to sell, which accelerates the sales
process from prospecting to close. Integration with
popular tools such as Salesforce, MS Dynamics,
Gmail and Outlook, allows reps to work wherever
they want to work.
Using a leading platform like LiveHive, businesses
are tripling sales rep productivity, increasing
conversion rates by over 36% and speeding up
quality connects up to 4x in order to lower their cost
of sale and generate higher growth for the business.
l Management and Sales Rep Predictive Analytics
l MultiChannel touch point tracking including

email and document engagement
l Global VOIP Dialer with local presence, voicemail
l
l
l
l

drop, and call recording
SmartPath® Campaign Sequencing
Gmail and Outlook Integration
CRM Integration
Identify Top Leads and Accounts

Sales Intelligence not only gives you a competitive
advantage, but can truly change how you sell to the
modern informed buyer. As your competitor’s adopt
sales engagement solutions, are you? The question
isn’t whether you need more sales intelligence, but
can you leverage the right platform to get it. With
LiveHive, you can.
n

Sam Quicke is Marketing Manager at
LiveHive, Inc. Find out more here
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6 Ways Sales Technology Can Affect
Bottom-Line Results
The B2B space is in a constant stage of change, with increasing complexity
in the purchase process, greater buyer expectations, and shifting funnel
dynamics. As such, traditional sales processes are becoming less effective.
from the ability to create repeatable and scalable
sales processes. Sales enablement tools can predict
what content and messaging most effectively drive
deals and generate the highest ROI. And by
streamlining the workflow, sales reps can focus
more of their time on coreselling activities.

Effectively Train and Coach Reps
n response, the industry has seen a rise in the
number of technology vendors supporting sales
and marketing teams, further development of
sales models, and the introduction of new tooling
that is disrupting sales processes.
With the everpresent pressure to meet quota,
companies are embracing these new technologies.
Having the right sales stack in place can transform
the sales team, change the way reps engage and
communicate with prospects, and drive those
coveted bottomline results.

I

Accelerate Sales and Drive Revenue
The Problem: B2B companies are chasing more
aggressive goals with greater pressure to
overachieve. To hit those targets, the sales team
needs to operate at peak performance. But only
20% of reps meet or exceed quota, leaving a
majority of the team with room for improvement.
The Sales Technology Solution: Organizations
with sales enablement technology can expect 3x the
revenue growth of those companies without this
type of tooling. This return can be credited to
increases in productivity and revenue that come
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The Problem: Information about buyer personas, the
industry, and even your own products / services and
value propositions can quickly become outdated.
Additionally, almost 90% of sales training is
forgotten within weeks. For these reasons, sales
coaching and ongoing training should be a proactive
practice – not a reactive measure at the end of the
quarter.
The Sales Technology Solution:
Sales
enablement technology can recommend training
content and selling tips, surface the most effective
training materials, and outline best practice next
steps. Tools such as playbooks allow sales leaders to
offer justintime coaching to ensure reps have the
guidance and information they need to accelerate
deals. Sales tech also gives leadership insight into
areas for improvement across the team. For
example, a rep with high conversion rates at the top
of the funnel but low conversion rates in the bottom
may need coaching on closing deals.

Empower the Team with Relevant Content
The Problem: As the purchase process becomes
more complex, B2B buyers are increasingly relying

Shelley Cernel

on content to guide them from research to
evaluation to decision. Now, up to 95% of B2B deals
can be influenced by content. But not just any
content will do – it needs to be appropriate,
informative, and engaging.
The Sales Technology Solution: A sales
enablement tool can proactively recommend
relevant, winning content based on any sales
situation. Reps can easily and quickly address buyer
apprehensions, show how a product or solution adds
value, and demonstrate ROI.

Enable Reps to Engage in ValueAdd
Conversations
The Problem: 80% of B2B buyers feel that sales
reps are unprepared for initial meetings, meaning
they lack the insights, content, or resources
necessary for valueadd conversations with
prospects.
The Sales Technology Solution: When reps are
engaging in conversation with a prospect, they don’t
have time to sort through files and emails in order to
recall key information. A sales enablement tool
enables reps to engage in valueadd conversations
by recommending the right messaging, content, and
sales info at the right time to maximize impact and
influence.

Support Sales and Marketing Communication
and Alignment
The Problem: Misalignment leads to organization
wide disconnects, missed opportunities, and lost
revenue. While 95% of reps say content is essential
to driving revenue, 85% of marketing’s content
never gets used because the sales team can’t find it,
don’t know what collateral to use when, or lack the
confidence that it will effectively advance deals.
The Sales Technology Solution: Sales
technology’s ability to surface the right content at
the right time enables reps to remain focused on
sales objectives, resulting in a 40% increase in closed

deals and 50% decrease in churn. And the tooling
establishes a continuous feedback loop, giving
marketing insight into what materials are most
effective, where there are collateral gaps, and how
to better focus their contentcreation efforts.

Make Informed Decisions with DataDriven
Insights
The Problem: While revenue is important, B2B
companies today also want to measure those
activities that are responsible for revenue increases.
Data is how sales teams can understand what
factors impact success, where there are
opportunities for improvement, and how reps are
performing. Every activity within the sales
organization, from training and forecasting to lead
prioritization and sales performance optimization,
can be improved with data. However, over 50% of
executives are dissatisfied with their ability to offer
datadriven insights.
The Sales Technology Solution: To be data
driven, a company needs to have the tooling in place
to collect and analyze trusted, accurate, and
meaningful data. With sales technology, leadership
can use dashboards to visualize trends, track deals,
and gain valuable insights into rep activity, enabling
them to make informed decisions about strategy and
process. With this type of datadriven approach,
sales leaders can optimize the sales funnel, improve
conversion rates and pipeline visibility, increase rep
efficiency and productivity, replicate the behavior of
top performers, and ultimately drive revenue.
Sales technology makes modern sales processes,
strategies, and best practices scalable and
automated. It empowers sales reps with the right
tools to help them do their job efficiently and
effectively. And it gives leadership the insights to
continuously improve and optimize sales activities. n

Shelley Cernel is Senior Marketing Manager at
SAVO. Find out more here
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Romance and The Four DISC Styles
Understanding how DISC Styles play a role in the workplace and office
environments can be extremely powerful and effective. But did you know
that DISC Styles can help you with your significant other or in the dating
world? The concept of DISC represents four distinct behavioral patterns or
Styles that are also just as applicable in personal relationships and dating.
ow does understanding DISC Styles help you
with your spouse or significant other? The
concept of DISC represents four distinct,
identifiable, predictable behavioral patterns or Styles
– the Dominant Style (‘D’), the Influencing Style (‘I’),
the Steady Style (‘S’) and the Conscientious Style (‘C’).
‘D’ Styles try to shape their environment to
overcome obstacles on the way to their
accomplishments. ‘I’ Styles influence others and
shape their environment by bringing others into an
alliance to accomplish results. ‘S’ Styles develop

H
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strong networks of people who are willing to be
mutually supportive and reliable. ‘C’ Styles work
within existing guidelines to promote quality in
products or service. To work best with each Style,
you need to adapt – that is, customize your approach
to each unique DISC Style.
Highly adaptable people are good at getting in
sync with others because they use their head in
determining what behavior works best with whom.
Thus, a highly adaptive ‘D’ Style would not merely be
controlling but, if the situation required, would be

Dr. Tony Alessandra

more fun loving like an ‘I’ Style, or sensitive like an ‘S’
Style, or cautious like a ‘C’ Style. Likewise, highly
adaptive ‘I’ Styles, ‘S’ Styles, and ‘C’ Styles see when
they need to escape their comfort zones and adapt in
the interest of getting the job done.
The antidote to most personality conflict is just
that obvious. Cultivate a style that’s adaptable. Give
your full attention to the other person and seek to
cooperate, not confront. The point is: Everybody is
easy to please, if you know how. Here’s some specific
ways to practice adaptability in dating and romance
situations with each style:
‘D’ Style Dating/Romance Characteristics
l Seek resultsoriented relationships — “What’s in it
for me?”
l Like to assume the role of pursuers
l Want to set the unwritten rules for the
relationship
l Like winning over the other person and reaching
their relationship goals
l Are likely to ask for whatever they want
l Want to take control of the relationship
l Often delegate duties and concerns
‘D’ Styles’ Preferred Dating Behaviors
l Special arrangements by the date to be available
for them
l A lot of control in deciding where to go and what
to do
l To say what’s on their minds
l Not being asked questions whose answers may
harm their chances of meeting their needs
l To negotiate — “I’ll concede this if you’ll do that”
How ‘D’ Styles Adapt in Dating Situations
l Compromise occasionally, instead of insisting on
l
l
l
l
l

doing things their way
Accept other viewpoints as valid, too
Participate more, delegate less
See themselves in a more lighthearted way
Avoid interrupting
Make requests instead of demands

How You Can Help ‘D’ Styles Modify Their Dating
Behavior
l Gently remind them when less desirable behavior
surfaces
l Use shared humor to help them laugh at their own
imperfections
l Calmly tell them how their behavior makes you
feel
l Speak nonjudgmentally and stick to the facts
l Try negotiating, yourself — “Next time I get to
choose”
l Repeat, when necessary: “I’m not comfortable
with that situation.”
l Explain that you want a voice in decisionmaking,
too
l Let them know that you appreciate it when they
listen patiently
‘I’ Style Dating/Romance Characteristics
l Seek approval and admiration from the date
l Like excitement, variety, and lighthearted fun
l Enjoy the thrill of the chase (romance)
l Tend to look for a socially acceptable match that
may provide favorable attention
l May want to date many people simultaneously or
play the field
l May become easily infatuated; experiencing love
at first (or at least second) sight
‘I’ Styles’ Preferred Dating Behaviors
l Unexpected situations and surprises tend to
energize them
l Their dates pay obvious attention to them, in
private and in public
l Like to share fun activities with their companions,
but will go to extremes to avoid duller, routine
tasks
l Prefer a date who lets them know how much he
or she is admired
l Like to laugh and maintain a lighthearted tone
l May want universal approval from past and
present dates; they like to remain on friendly
terms
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l May want space in their relationships to satisfy

need to socialize with those who are important
parts of their lives
How ‘I’ Styles Can Adapt in Dating Situations
l Downplay their openness and, at the extreme,
their flirting or showing off
l Focus more attention on their date and less on
themselves (or the impact they’re making)
l Tone down their tendency toward gushiness, a
trait that can cost them some credibility
l Censor their words, rather than say whatever
pops into their heads at a moment’s notice
l Commit,
when
appropriate,
without
accompanying feelings of confinement
How You Can Help ‘I’ Styles Modify Their Dating
Behaviors
l Warmly explain that quiet moments are
sometimes appropriate
l Offer to assist them in getting more organized
l Pitch in and help them finish one thing at a time
l Share in making small changes instead of bigger,
more impulsive ones
l Plan some things, proceed spontaneously with
others
l Don’t trample their dreams, but mentally divide
their ideas in half
‘S’ Style Dating/Romance Characteristics
l Tend to cooperate and accommodate
l Like identification with the significant other
l Give and like to receive sincere attention
l Naturally operate on a onetoone basis
l Want to familiarize themselves with the unwritten
rules regarding the relationship
l Tend to view dating in a more conservative,
progressive, stepwise manner
‘S’ Styles’ Preferred Dating Behaviors
l Seek approval and some sincere, steady pursuit
by the other person
l The dating process proceeds in a relatively
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routine, expected, uneventful way . . . with few
unpleasant surprises
l Prefer to participate in the different facets of the
loved one’s life
l Generally want to share time according to a
regular, slowerpaced schedule
l May prefer to avoid a stressful relationship in
favor of a calm, predictable one
How ‘S’ Styles Can Adapt in Dating Situations
l Voice their opinions and thoughts, instead of
deferring to their dates
l Say no, when appropriate
l Somewhat reduce their servicing tendencies to
limit other person’s dependence on them
l Accept some changes in relationships as natural
l Attend more to their own thoughts and feelings
l Act more assertive, when appropriate
l Understand and deal with other types’ natural
behaviors
How You Can Help ‘S’ Styles Modify Their Dating
Behavior
l Encourage them to aim higher
l Support them in verbalizing their thoughts and
feelings
l Share in developing more assertiveness skills
l Help them plan for some disorganization in their
lives
l Show them that disagreement does not
necessarily equal an argument
l Assist them in speeding up, at times
‘C’ Style Dating/Romance Characteristics
l Seek acknowledgment that they are right
l Want to share quality time
l Usually prefer to date only one person at a time
l Think about the possibilities for the relationship
before falling for someone
l Look objectively at the loved one
l Proceed in a cautious, rational manner
l Look at probabilities and variables to determine if
a relationship will last

Dr. Tony Alessandra

‘C’ Styles’ Preferred Dating Behaviors
l Dislike unexpected situations and surprises
l May want close to exclusivity in their relationship,
doing most social things as a twosome
l Prefer a date with substance and depth
l Want some freedom in their relationship for alone
time
l Observe and mentally collect `date data’ to help
them make decisions

reduced, not eliminated
l Help them tap their sense of humor by pointing
l
l
l
l
l

How ‘C’ Styles Can Learn to Adapt in Dating
Situations
l Accept the other styles for themselves, without
expecting them to become more like them
l Reveal more about themselves and their feelings
l Give and receive sincere compliments
l Participate more, go off by themselves less
l Behave less critically and more lightheartedly
How You Can Help ‘C’ Styles Modify Their Behavior
l Gently remind them that human errors can be

out funny observations
Encourage them to let their guard down
occasionally
Support them in developing more direct behaviors
Help them verbalize their feelings
Calmly point out that life consists of gray areas ...
not just black or white ones
Demonstrate by your actions that you care about
n
them—right or wrong.

Dr Tony Alessandra is a HallofFame
Keynote Speaker and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com.
Interested in one of these assessment
accounts? To receive more info,
fill out this form

TOP SALES ACADEMY 2017
This year’s Academy was the biggest and best yet: The season ran from April through to July and
we delivered a total of 30 sessions. Once again the faculty represented the brightest and most
successful sales experts on the planet, who delivered leadingedge presentations that were short,
sharp and highly relevant. We have archived every single recording for you to listen to as many
times as you wish. Registration is free, please signup here
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Deb Calvert
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Matt Heinz
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Jonathan Farrington

Creating Customer for Life
Dr Tony Alessandra

Why Emotionally Intelligent Sales Cultures Win
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Colleen Stanley

Seek to Serve, Not to Sell
Jay Mitchell
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Bernadette McClelland
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Succeed
Patrick Gunn
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Tom Stanfill
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The Next Phase of Sales Technology
Isn’t About You, Dear Salesperson
Since the dawn of sales as
a profession, the
technology that has
powered it—from shoes
built for 10 straight hours
of door-to-dooring to the phone, email and
CRMs—has always been about you, the
salesperson.

more productive, communicate better, and ideally
(though not always) sell more.
And now comes the moment in this article where
I present some potentially disarming news:
Salesperson, it is not about you anymore.
From about the 1980s onward, sales pros could
get away with using sales enablement technologies
that served them first and their customers second.
But the tables have turned. The customer is now in
the driver’s seat. Here’s why that’s a good thing.

y that definition, sales technology has always
been the driving force behind sales
enablement. Has sales tech evolved?
Certainly. We’ve seen countless new technologies
hit the market to address training, account planning,
sales process definition and strategy, pipeline
development, phone dialers, lead databases… the list
goes on. And on.
All of the sales tech innovation over the last 30
plus years has been about giving the sales rep
something more, something bigger, something
faster, something better. These technologies have
been designed to help reps follow processes, be

We’ve All Been Amazonified

B
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Think about the last thing you bought on Amazon.
Then think about the customer experience elements
that made it all work so nicely. You found exactly
what you needed in just a search and a couple of
clicks. You got the product’s complete description,
its dimensions, its weight. You read candid reviews
from other buyers. You were even able to add on a
few complementary products thanks to Amazon’s
meticulously phrased upsell: “Buyers like you also
bought…”
The point here is that as consumers of products

Bill Butler

and services, Amazon (or ecommerce in general)
has trained us to expect excellence. We now expect
smooth, even outstanding customer experiences.
This level of expectation has bled into our workaday
lives, particularly for folks who buy stuff for a living.

easier for your customers to buy, selling is not only
easier but you’re able to do more of it across
multiple accounts. That’s the definition of
productivity.

Putting Things in Practice
Just Look at Marketing
Over the last 10 years or so, marketing departments
have embraced a customerfirst tech evolution to
much success. In pursuit of the marketing qualified
lead (MQL), marketing teams recognized that push,
push, pushing at their audience was growing
increasingly ineffective. So the successful ones
flipped the script and said, “Marketing is going to be
all about the customer.” Under that mantra, you saw
the rise of inbound. You saw customer education,
content marketing, valueoriented marketing and
much more not only gain adoption but drive results
too. Creating marketing workflows that cater to the
customer and help them better do their job actually
drive revenue. And customerfirst marketing
technologies have been the engine powering this
evolution.
From marketing’s perspective, the embrace of
customerfirst marketing technologies has been
about removing roadblocks, not shouting louder into
the megaphone—and the results have been win
winwin. The future customer is served value
without pressure. Marketing gets a lead. Automated
martech nurtures and delivers the MQL to the SQL
doorstep.

It’s Time for Sales Tech to Follow Suit
As sales professionals, we need to align our
technology stack to be customerfirst just like
marketing. It’s time to be helpful and useful to our
prospects and customers by embracing technologies
that align with how our customers buy. We can do
this in a way that brings back the human element;
the trusted advisor. And we can do this in a way that
impacts the bottom line. Think about it: when it’s

Think about what your customer expects in their
buying experience. Better yet, ask them. You might
learn that selfeducation is a big deal to them. Or
they might tell you that after they’ve been hooked in
by your marketing department’s inbound strategies,
they’re looking for content and an experience that is
a little more exclusive, a little more tailored to their
organization’s needs than a standard website might
be able to achieve. Then it’s about reviewing your
current sales tech stack and asking “Does this put
the customer first?” If you find yourself unable to
answer that question positively for any of your
current sales tools, it’s time to explore others. In that
pursuit, be sure to focus on sales tech that can help
your customer’s entire team build consensus. Why?
If we know anything at all it’s that today’s customer
is comprised of an everincreasing number of
decisionmakers. Each one needs the right sort of
frictionless engagement, exactly when they need it.
When customer decisionmakers are choosing to
engage rather than being hounded, sales
professionals are able to tee up more solutions and
more services with less effort. The less effort you
have to spend attempting to engage an account, the
more time you can dedicate to engaging other
accounts. All of that translates into more revenue to
the nth degree—but none of it happens without your
sales organization adopting technologies that serve
n
the customer above all else.

Bill Butler is the CEO of Journey Sales.
The company’s flagship product, Smart
Rooms, help organizations forge deeper
customer engagement, better relationships
and more revenue with their key accounts.
Learn more at journeysales.com
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Innovations in Mobile Lead Capture
Despite the explosion of
MarTech and SalesTech
tools on the market today,
the exhibition industry
remains largely stuck in the
Stone Age. Compare advancements in
exhibitor technologies to those in
marketing automation, being introduced at
alarming rates.
s this stark difference in innovation because
event organizers already employ a successful
formula and have no incentive to change? More
likely it is because exhibitors have a clear mission 
drive sales revenue.
In today’s global, highly digital world, meeting
facetoface with prospects and customers is
becoming harder and more expensive. This reality is
creating a major resurgence in tradeshows. Smart
exhibition organizers understand the more high
quality leads their exhibitors capture during the
event, the more likely they will return in following
years.
An effective mobile lead capture system is
paramount to driving sales revenue at tradeshows.

I
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Light pens and barcode scanners have been the
norm since I started attending events four decades
ago! Back then they were innovative, but today
scanning a badge to obtain limited contact details
which takes days to receive, is beyond archaic.
The desire to deliver better ROI to exhibitors via
lead capture drives Zuant’s product development.
Over the years our clients consistently report two
challenges:
1. Need to use a different lead capture system at
each show, thus adding complexity and retraining
for show workers at each show.
2. Huge cost of renting multiple scanners 
thousands of dollars for something pretty basic.
Solving these issues, we created a ‘Swiss Army Knife’
product, which accommodates all badge systems at
shows around the world. This enables our clients to
scan QR codes, other 2D and 1D barcodes, and
NFC cards. Zuant is the core system used to
prequalify leads, present videos and literature, email
prospects and ensure the data can be quality
checked and integrated with downstream CRM and
marketing automation systems. Not rocket science,
but a major step forward.

Peter Gillett

As we discover more effective ways to capture
leads we continue to evaluate and adopt newer and
better ways of doing this. Here are several
innovative technologies on the horizon:
Although barcode badge scanning is the norm,
from an exhibitors’ perspective, NFC (Near Field
Communication) is one of today’s best products.
Presumably due to cost, it seems restricted to IT and
Telco shows such as Barcelona’s Mobile World
Congress. NFC will become more commonplace
when Apple opens up the NFC scanning option with
the iOS 11 release this Fall, allowing exhibitors to
use both Apple and Android devices for NFC
scanning.
iBeacon is another Apple developed technology
first introduced in 2013. iBeacon is also available on
other platforms like Android. Various vendors have
since
made
iBeaconcompatible
hardware
transmitters – a class of Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
devices that broadcast their identifier to nearby
devices. The technology enables smartphones,
tablets and other devices to function when close to
an iBeacon.
By transmitting a universally unique identifier,
iBeacons determine the device's physical location,
track customers, and trigger a locationbased action
such as checkin to a booth, update on social media
or push notification.
Another application is distributing messages at a
specific point of interest in a booth. iBeacon, unlike
other locationbased technologies, is only a 1way
transmitter to the receiving smartphone or tablet,
and necessitates a specific app installed on the
device to interact with the beacons. This ensures
only the installed app (not the iBeacon transmitter)
can track users, potentially against their will, as they
passively walk around the transmitters.
So, great potential here, but needs scale to be
offered to event organizers in the future.
Radiofrequency identification (RFID) was the
future once, but price and the intrusive nature of
autotracking have been a worry. RFID uses
electromagnetic fields to identify and track tags

attached to badges. Tags contain electronically
stored information. Passive tags collect energy from
a nearby RFID reader's interrogating radio waves.
This makes it excellent for traffic flow monitoring
around a show and can then be used by organizers
to sell booth space based on high traffic locations.
What other innovations are out there?
Facial recognition from Zenus allows event
planners to identify attendees by searching a
database of faces in realtime. Currently, it is the
only cloudbased service capable of facial
recognition from live video in realworld conditions.
An API integrates into existing event
management platforms, enhancing the attendee
journey from registration to checkin. Attendees
register before the event with one click using their
social media profiles. Alternatively, they can upload a
picture or take a selfie with their own device.
Another innovation is Hiver. A smartphone app
enables users to maximize networking time. It uses
advanced geolocation technology with powerful
analytics to identify and remember each interaction
so users connect with people and followup directly.
When exhibitors arrive at an event, they log into
LinkedIn via smartphone and join the event. Phones
are left in purses or pockets and checked later for
data interactions during the show, viewable in a
simple timeline.
Hiver uses Bluetooth Smart, a highly secure
technology based on social models about how
humans behave. Hiver helps networkers understand
who they’ve engaged with where, and when, and
directly connect over LinkedIn.
Clearly what was once a business card stapled to
a piece of paper on a clipboard is jumping into
exciting new directions for both exhibitors and
visitors alike. The bottomline on all of these
innovations is they enhance the attendee
experience, successfully capture leads and drive
n
ROI.

Peter Gillett is CEO of Zuant.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month

Top Sales Post

July’s Top Sales Post
Questions Missed By Qualification Frameworks
by Tony Hughes

Q

ualification is an important phase of
opportunity management because pursuing
business you cannot win wastes precious resources
and damages morale and credibility. We all suffer
from a shortage of time to sell rather than a shortage
of prospects in the marketplace to sell to. The best
sales people seek customers with whom they can
align for the creation of value. They take the time to
understand how the customer defines value and
risk.
There are three types of questions that need to
be asked of the buyer: discovery, qualification, and
‘leads to value’. For opportunity development
conversations with a prospect there is nothing
better than Neil Rackham’s SPIN questioning
framework. The book, SPIN Selling is a timeless
‘must read’ for every sales person but when it comes

to pure qualification, there are many frameworks
including:
l ANUM: Authority, Need, Urgency, Money
l BANT: Budget, Authority, Need, Timeframe
l BMANTR: Budget, Method, Authority, Need,
l
l

l

l

Timing, Risks, Roadblocks
FAINT: Funding, Authority, Interest, Need,
Timeframe
MANDACCT: Money, Authority, Need, Decision
criteria, delivery Ability, Competition, Coach,
Timescale
MEDDIC: Metrics for ROI, Economic Buyer,
Decision process, Decision criteria, Identify pain,
Champion coach, Compelling event
NUTCASE: Need, Unique, Timing, Cash,
Authority, Solution...
Read Full Article Here

Our 2017 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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